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What is the “China Dream”?
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Gov’t cleaner, army for people More equal and dignified, if poorer, lives 

Ideals corrupted and lost

More than American Dream

Strong China

Civilized China

Harmonious China

Beautiful China
Robert Lawrence Kuhn, 

New York Times, 4.6.13



Reality check - Internal mountains to climb
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External challenges 

4“Security threat”?

Pivot to Asia TPP – no China Diaoyu islands

ASEAN Concert of Asia?New Taiwan relations

Geopolitical rivalry



“Stability crisis”
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Wang Qishan’s favourite read? •Extractive institutions
•Crony capitalism
•Princelings

Checks and balance



“Power Crisis”
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Geopolitics



Shambaugh’s 4 barriers to change
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Path Dependency Soviet shadow

Vested interests Aggrieved nationalism 

China to remain a “Partial Power” despite consensus on reforms of (a) economic model  (b) government monopoly (c) 

inequality (d) rule of law (e) ethnic harmony (f) political liberalization within One-Party state (g) accommodating foreign policy 



Soft Power deficits 
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Against rent-seeking and abuse of power



International perceptions  

U.S. Public opinion on China and Foreign Policy, Chicago 

Council on Global Affairs, 10 Sept, 2012

• Wars have overstretched America for dubious gains. More 

Americans are wary of getting involved in potentially 

high-cost foreign entanglements. Majorities (both 

Republicans and Democrats) oppose using U.S. troops if 

China invaded Taiwan (69%, up 8 points since 2004) and if 

North Korea invaded South Korea (56%), 

• A majority (53%) says that the United States should put a 

higher priority on building up strong relations with 

traditional allies like South Korea and Japan, even if this 

might diminish U.S. relations with China. However, there 

is a substantial and growing minority (40% up from 31% in 

2010) holding the opposite view.

• PEW 18 September 2012, US public deeply concerned 

about China's economic power. Few, except the young, see 

China as trustworthy. Though most want to share leadership 

with China, a majority feels that the US remaining the 

leading superpower would make the world more stable, 

with the experts believing that a strong relationship with 

China is important.

•
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Multiple “crises” demand a China 3.0 
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European Council for Foreign Relations (ECFR), Mark Leonard (ed.), November, 2012



Reform plan taking shape 18 months ahead
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2020 Target 

• China to become middle-income country by 2020 -

President Hu, 18th Party Congress

• From $5,500 in 2012 to $10,000 requires average 

growth < 7%  - Not beyond reach

2030 – World Bank Report with Development 

Research Centre of State Council 

• Local authorities to be regulated (v land grabs)

• SOE reform

• Hukou reform

• Universal access to healthcare, education and 

housing

• Improve governance through the middle-class

• Liberalize financial system to achieve higher TFP

• RMB internationalization and eventual full 

convertibility

• Green economy with cap and trade + 

procurement standards
• Responsible stake-holder in global order



Third Plenum a defining watershed

• Market to play “decisive” (x basic) role

• One Child Policy relaxed.

• The hukou system dismantled staring with smaller cities.  

• Rural land reform – peasants allowed to mortgage, rent or transfer their land, not just user rights. 

• Universal, if basic, access to healthcare, old-age pension and education.

• Public ownership remains “”main body” but privileges to be chipped away gradually - mixed 

ownership, Temasek-type state-owned investment corporation, SOE’s tribute to double to 30% by 

2020; liberalising prices of water, electricity, oil, gas, transport and telecommunications, formation 

of private banks allowed 

• Finance, education, culture and medical sectors to open further.;investment promoted for nursery, 

pension, architecture, design, accounting, trade, logistics, and e-commerce. 

• RMB internationalization speeded up, fully convertibility possibly by 2020, preceded by interest 

rate liberalization (freeing financial repression). 

• Governance to improve significantly – power to be “under the sun” and “inside the cage of law“ -

greater judiciary independence from local governments, upholding the Constitution, protecting 

ethnic minorities’ rights, enhancing the power of people’s congresses (China’s parliaments) at all 

levels, promoting “consultative” and “grass-root” democracy including elections, abolishing the 

“labour re-education” system, reducing death penalty charges, empowering the Central Commission 

for Discipline Inspection in fighting corruption, reining in local government finances, and promoting 

the role of public monitoring and grass-root social organizations.

• Developing an “ecological civilization”. Chinese Academy of Science’s Roadmap to 2050 - fossil 

fuel usage down from 92.7 % of total in 2007 to 45%, = renewables rising from 6.5% to 45% by 

2050, 10% by rising use of nuclear energy. 
• Party secretaries to be judged for local debt and environmental “”balance sheets” 12



Urbanization to gallop ahead
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McKinsey Global Institute –

• 350 m  more urbanites >  whole of US, by 

2025

• 1 b in cities by 2030 

• 221 new cities @1 m v 35 in Europe 

• 170 mass transit systems will be built 

• 50,000 skyscrapers = 10 NY Cites          

• 54% of urban GDP in 900 smaller cities 

by 2025, to house70% population

• China’s GDP will have multiplied 5 times



Consumer power to expand 

McKinsey Quarterly – Mapping China’s Middle Class (June, 2013) 

•Urban consumers ($9,000 - $34,000 household income PPP (x2.5) ~ Brazil/Italy) 

to grow 4% (2000), 68% (2012), to 75% (2022) 

•Upper Middle Class ($16,000 - $34,000) v Mass Middle Class ($9,000 - $16,000) 

(2012) 14% v 54% - (2022) 54% v 22%)

•Megacity (Tier 1) v Tier 3/4 cities (2012) 40% v 15% + 3%  v                                                                                                     

(2022) 15% v 31% + 8% 

•Generation 2 (G2) (up to 25 yrs of age) 200 m or 15% urban consumption (2012) 

v 35% and numerically 3x US baby boomers) (2022) – Largest e-marketplace

•Overall, 80 % under 45 years of age, v 30 % in the US and 19 % in Japan (The 

Chinese Dream, Bestseller Press, 2010).
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•According to Brookings Institution, consuming middle-class to grow from 

12% to 70% of China's population by 2030.

•World Luxury Association 2010-2011 report - world’s largest luxury market 

from 2012.

• 2.7 m US$ millionaires, 251 US$ billionaires  (Hurun Wealth Report , Nov 

2012) ( v 13% or 150 m < $1.25 @day)

•Consumption 36% GDP  (v 71% in US) but Credit Suisse - China to displace 

US  in global consumption by 2014 (China Development  Research 

Foundation, 2012). 



Winning the $30 trillion emerging consumer markets
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• Global trend adding 400 m each to low and 

medium middle classes during 2010-20.

(BBVA Research, Jan, 2013) 

• 1 b  new consumers (over $20,000 p.a.) added 

by 2025. 60% in Emerging 400 cities. EM 

(4.2 billion people) consumption to rise by $10 

trillion to $30 trillion (about ½ of world) by 

2025. (MGI, June 2012) 

• The young (20’s and 30’s) lead the way 

(driven by e-tailing) 

• Global consumption share –

(2020) – China (13%), US (12%) India (11%), 

Japan (6%), Germany (4%), UK (4%) 

(2030) – India (23%), China (18%), US (7%), 

Indonesia (4%) Japan (4%)



The holy grail of China’s consumer markets 
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McKinsey Quarterly, March 2012

McKinsey Quarterly, August 2012

• Oct, 2012, Consumption = 55% GDP > 

Investment (50%) and net exports 

(5.5%) (Reuters)

• Now 157 m consumers, world’s largest 

but only 12% population, to grow to 

70% by 2030 (income 100% > 

$100@day PPP) 

• Consumer trend shifting westward, to 

interior, 2nd and 2rd tier cities 

(Chengzhou, Chongqing, Hunan, 

Hebei, Anhui etc )  Follows 

manufacturing relocation trend.  

Foreign brands focus on rapidly 

growing 3rd tier cities (Trading China, 

Reuters, April, 2013) 

• Post-'80s overspend their parents. 

Extra 126.5 m over 65 by 2020, but 

those over 55 still reluctant to consume 

(Mckinsey Quarterly, March 2012)



China - the world’s largest e-tailing marketplace

MGI (“China’s e-tailing Revolution”) , March 

2013 

• E-tailing $190 b sales 2012

• 120% CAGR since 2003

• >  6 m e-merchants on Taobao

• Singles Day 2012 - $4 b online sales > 

U.S. Cyber Monday 

• E-tailing huge potential –

• Largest online population with 130 m 

residential broadband accounts

• Broadband penetration only 30%

• Online sales to reach $650 b by 2020

• Potentially to lift private consumption”+ 

4-7 % by 2020

• Tier 4 cities average online shopper 27% 

disposal income through e-tailing

• To boost retail sector productivity + 14%
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Innovation and services to drive productivity 
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• Top patent filer first developing country in a  
century

• Largest 36.4% growth 2011 v EU 5.4% decline

• 80% home-grown filings v 50% in US

• 30 x increase in complex filings 1995-2008

• 1.4m trade mark filings out of 4.2m worldwide

• 2010-11, 61.8% of trade mark filings worldwide v    
US  6.2%

• 90% of global growth in industrial design filings 

09-11

• + 60% in R & D productivity (filings @$ )2000-1



RMB eclipsing the dollar as “reference currency”
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"Eclipse: Living in the Shadow of China’s 

Economic Dominance", Arvind Subramanian, 

Senior Fellow at the Peterson Institute for 

International Economics, Washington D.C.,  

October 2012

• Currency movement coefficient (CMC)

• East Asia already a RMB bloc - 7 currencies out 

of 10 co-move 40% greater than for the dollar.

• With China’s expanding global trade , a larger 

RMB bloc could emerge in the mid-2030s

•Directly convertible now with greenback, yen and 

now Australian dollar.

•RMB internationalization quickening; $, yen, 

Australian dollar (5% currency reserve), GBP? 

HK leading offshore centre (offshore RMB 

interbank rate-fixing (to be aided by Qianhai) with 

London, Singapore , Taiwan and other centres 

vying for a share



Overtaking the euro as trade currency
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Energy security
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Shale gas to change everything? 
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• IEA - gas use to rise by 50% for over 25% of world energy demand becoming second largest

primary energy source after oil but ahead of coal.

• US is set to overtake Saudi Arabia and Russia to become the world's biggest energy

producer by 2017, according to a 2011 November IEA report

• U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates that China has 1,275 TCF of

technically recoverable shale gas reserve, or 19.25% of world’s total v 862 TCF in the U.S.

• Shale gas is 43% and 30% less in CO2 emissions compared with coal and oil, which together

represent some 90% of China’s total energy use, while 55.2% of China’s oil is imported

• But water intensity and aquiver pollution pose huge ecological challenge.



A Rising China
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Centre of global production and supply chain
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World’s 2nd , 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 8th top container ports



Makes capital work globally ….
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… and strategically as in Africa …
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Africa’s China-managed Special Economic Zones

• MENA Regional Export Hub – 20 sq.km zone in Egypt near 

Suez Canal, partnering with Tianjin Economic Technological 

Development Area (TEDA) for $2.5b FDI + 100 Chinese firms 

for ME and EU. Completion 2018. China to become Egypt’s 

largest trading partner

• West Africa Manufacturing + Assembly Hub - $500m 

Guandong Ogun Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone + 

Lekki Free Trade Zone with GD Xinguang International 

Group, UBA, First Bank and Ogun State government. Nigeria 

to become 7th largest economy 2050 (Goldman Sachs)

• East Africa Logistics Hub – Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania (Export 

Processing Zone) to link Zambia via 1,860 km TanZam

Railway plus Ethiopia – Eastern Industrial Park

• Indian Ocean Trading Hub – Mauritius, South African 

Development Community  and Common Market for Eastern and 

Southern Africa; CDB to open first African branch; 210-hectare 

commenced construction 2007. Shanxi ’s Tianli Group to build 

‘i-Park’ with ‘intelligence, innovation, incubation, and 

interaction’ for high-value-added investors

• Mining Hub – Chambishi + separate Industrial Park in

Zambia with China Nonferrous Mining Group, copper-belt 

concession for 60,000 jobs  



…. linking the Atlantic to the Pacific … 
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•Nicaragua's Congress has granted Wang 

Jing's Cayman Islands-registered HKND 

company a 50-year concession to develop a 

286-km (178-mile) canal connecting the 

Caribbean with the Pacific via Lake 

Nicaragua, at a cost of $40 billion, to be 

completed in 6 years. 

•The canal is three times longer than 

Panama and can accommodate the largest 

container vessels, those Shanghai’s 

Linyungang can accommodate as the 

world’s deepest container port. 

•The canal to anchor China’s commercial 

and geopolitical interests in Latin and 

South America 

•Likely partner – China Railway 

Construction  



..... and across land over continents 
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A high-speed rail grand vision of 

continental proportions 

•Third Eurasian Land Bridge  – proposed 
railway network linking the Port of 
Shenzhen to Kunming onwards to Myanmar, 
Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Iran, across 
Turkey to Rotterdam. 

•Across 20 countries in Asia and Europe 
over 15,000 km, 3,000 to 6,000 km < sea 
route via the Indian Ocean and Malacca 
Straits. 

•Total annual trade volume of the regions 
traversed - $300 b in 2009. 

•A branch line to start in Turkey, cross 
Syria and Palestine, and end in Egypt, 
facilitating transportation from China to 
Africa. 

•To connect China’s world’s longest high-
speed rail network, across the Eurasian 
Continent, to the Middle East, Western 
Europe, and Africa. 



Seeking Great Power status on par with US
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… in a flexible multi-polar world
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Re-balancing China 
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• Re-balancing a larger West (drawing Russia and 

Turkey closer to Western norms (EU + WTO (for 

Russia)

• Re-balancing a Complex East –

• Pivot to Asia to neutralize China’s dominance

•“U.S.-Japan-China cooperative triangle”   

supported by U.S. treaty obligations -

China not to view U.S. support for Japan's      

security as a threat, nor Japan to view more extensive 

U.S.-Chinese partnership as a danger

• Refrain from provocative reconnaissance 

operations at China’s doorstep

• Closer U.S.-China military-to-military dialogue to 

build strategic trust

• Explore an accommodative formula to maintain 

Taiwan’s integral identity, pending longer-term 

development

• West and East relationship can only be either 

reciprocally cooperative or mutually damaging”.

(2012)
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